POOR HOUSE/HUNT-RICE TAVERN.

RESIDENTIAL GRID

1st Res Grid: 1
Line 1: 1
# Units: 1

Level: FLY
LR: D
DR: F
K: FR
RR: FB
HB: L

Other: Upper
Lvl 2
Lvl 1
Lower
Totals: RM: 14
BRs: 7
Baths: 2

INTERIOR INFORMATION

Basement:

Electric: 3 - TYPICAL
Insulation: 2 - TYPICAL
Int vs Ext: S
Heat Fuel: 2 - GAS
Other Features: 7550
Heat Type: 3 - FORCED H/W
Grade Factor: 1.60
Neighborhood Inf: 1.0000000

% Heated: 100
% AC: 0
% Sprinkled: 0
% Com Wall: 0

COMPARABLE SALES

Rate: 862388.8243
WAV/$/SQ: 1.00
AvRate: Ind. Val

COMMENTS

POOR HOUSE/HUNT-RICE TAVERN.